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and if you combine Medical and Public Health there is a difference there of 41 lakhs for Bombay as against 53 for Madras. You see, therefore, that if you compare yourself with Madras you are not much worse off, and if you compare yourself with Bengal you are very much better oft ? — The' comparison I should prefer to make is the one we have drawn in our own Memorandum, which shows the progress made since the Reforms.
5.	I   have   particularly   mentioned   this   for   this
reason.    191 9-20 was the year immediately preceding
the Reforms, and 1920-21 is the post-Reform budget ?
—	Nc, the first Reforms budget was 1921-22.
Sir Hari Singh Gour : Even if you take 1921 it would make very little difference, if you look at your statistics.
The Chairman : It makes a good deal of difference so far as the Bombay figure for Education is concerned.
6.	Sir Hari Singh Gour :  There was a great jump ?
—	Before the Reforms came in, Bombay had already
spent on Education an additional 65 lakhs in the
last two years of the pre-Reform era.    That makes
a very considerable difference.
********         *
 8.	Str Hari Singh Gour :   I also want you to check
these figures in the light of the expenditure per capita
and   the   expenditure   per   hundred   square   miles
(pages  626 and   627 of Memorandum, Part I*).    I
simply want to point out this, that you are not so
badly off as compared with the other provinces as
regards expenditure on nation-building departments,
if you take into consideration these figures which I
have given you ? — It has often been said it is possible
to prove almost anything. from figures, if you take
convenient figures.
 9.	But if you accept the figures ? — I accept them
as accurate because they are taken from our own
statement, but I prefer to take different years, which
give different results.
10.	Slightly different, but not materially different ?
—	In paragraph 530 of our Memorandum* (page 599)
we take the first year and the last year available of
the  post-Reform  years.    We  thought  that  was   a
more appropriate comparison.    I  do not  want to
lay too  great  stress  on  the  benefits  which  other
people have derived, but rather'on the fact that we
have not made such progress as we expected  and
thought we were entitled to make.
13. * * * The question I wish to put to you is this. Assuming for the sake of argument that so far as expenditure on the nation-building departments and on the progressive development of these departments is concerned, you are in line with the rest of the provinces, you say you want more money for the nation-building departments. Now, what is your future programme as regards the nation-building departments for which you want more money ?— I think I said yesterday that we were up against complete stagnation in certain departments. Ministers were asking for money which we could not pr°,Vide^. *, tbi?k l <luoted education, agriculture and medical relief as being three instances in which we did not see our way to provide for the obligations which we were undertaking. There is a big medical programme being started in Bombay City which is going to lead to a good many lakhs of recurring expenditure. There is a Primary Educational! which will want a great many lakhs, and we have
SS1 ta°Wivt?f RC^ °f *** Apfcrftural Com:
mission, on which we shall also wish to spend monev
14. These are the three heads ?— There mav be
otter activities which the Ministers would ™iS to
occ« to ™
15. We will examine these three.    What is vour medical programme ?    Can you tell the Conference
,* Vol. VII.
 more in detail about that ?—\ou may remember that when Sir Leslie Wilson became Governor he started a campaign in Bombay for increasing medical relief in the Bombay City. ' He promised a rupee for every rupee collected "by the public. We also embarked on a programme of building hospitals in Bombay which is now undergoing completion. The recurring expenditure on account of this, putting a rupee to every rupee raised by the public, and the recurring expenditure on the upkeep of the hospitals which we are building ourselves, amounts to a very considerable ngurc.x
16. I suppose you would agree with me that is not a purely Presidency question ? The increase of medical facilities for the cure of disease is an All-India question, and not one peculiar to this Presidency ?—That is so.
17! Consequently what you really wish to do is to modernise your institutions and go ahead of the rest of India if you have the money ? — Yes.
 18.	As   regards   the   question   of   primary   com
pulsory education, the question of the education of
the   masses   is   also   an   All-India   question ?--• Un
doubtedly.
 19.	As regards your agricultural programme, what
is  the  precise form   in  which  you   want  to  spend
money on agriculture ?—That I am not able to say.
 20.	1 therefore take it there is nothing specially
provincial   in   the   added   expenditure   you   would
undertake if you had more money ?      It is not for
special local requirements, not common to the rest
of  India,  that  more money is  necessary ?-—No,   I
have never claimed that they wen? peculiar to this
province.
 21.	In the Bombay Chamlxsr of Commerce  me
morial, paragraph 10, there is a statement which says :
" Another argument in favour of removing excise on,
" liquor from the provincial sphere is to  be found
" in  the  fact  that  the  Bombay  Government   had
" accepted total prohibition as the ultimate goal of
their excise policy."    You have accepted prohibition ;
you  want  to go  dry.    Have  you  consulted   other
provinces as to whether they are prepared to come
into line with you, or is this an isolated action which
your Government proposes to take ?—1 am not able
to answer that.     As far as I  know we have not
consulted any other provinces.
 22.	You recognise the impossibility of your Presi
dency going dry when your neighbouring provinces
are wet;   you would have to erect your tariff walls
and establish a cordon to prevent smuggling and the
importation of liquor and things of that kind.    The
question of whether India is to go dry or remain
wet is an All-India question, and cannot be taken
up by any particular province ?—That is my personal
opinion.

 24.	Sir Hari Singh Gour ;   *      *       *      The possi
bility of compensating the central revenue is indi
cated in the direction of a tobacco tax, a tax on
agricultural incomes,  and  death duties ?—I would
not put it that way.    We have referred to the taxes
which the Taxation Enquiry Committee pointed out
had not yet been levied, but we do not suggest they
should be levied ;  the only taxes we have suggested
should be levied are the excise duty on tobacco and
the death duties.
 25.	Very well;   I shall -therefore confine myself
to the tobacco tax and death duties.     You want the
levy of a small duty on indigenous tobacco, -manu
factured and unmanufactured—an excise duty ?—
The exact form in which the tobacco tax should be
levied, 1 think, is a matter with which we are not
really concerned now.    I am not able to argue very
much about the tobacco tax, because it is a small
tax so far as Bombay Presidency is concerned ;  but
it was very strongly recommended by the Todhunter
Committee.
 26.	You are not in a position to say the tobacco
tax levied in Bombay will materially increase its
resources ?—That is my impression.
 27.	Therefore so far as the Bombay Government

